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ABSTRACT

The development and first flight of a new balloon-borne pointing system is discussed. The system is capable
of pointing a platform of optical instruments at an inertial target from a pendulating platform suspended below
a high-altitude balloon. It operates in both a traditional occultation-scan mode, to observe solar absorption, and
a limb-scan mode, to make measurements of Earth’s limb. The system employs integrated sensors and high-
level icon-based software (Labview). A microprocessor controller derives real-time estimates of gondola attitude,
employing an extended Kalman filter to combine gyro, magnetometer, tilt-sensor, and shaft-encoder information.
These estimates are used to develop control demands that point a platform of instruments in elevation and
azimuth. The system’s first flight was from Vanscoy, Saskatchewan, Canada, on 29 August 2000. Results of the
system’s performance during this mission are presented. In flight, the system demonstrated a pointing accuracy
better than 0.1� (1�) in elevation and 3� (1�) in azimuth.

1. Introduction

Balloon-borne optical instruments have proved to be
an important tool for probing the composition and state
of the atmosphere. The primary advantage of making
observations from a high-altitude platform is that in-
struments can be orientated to observe sections of a
horizontally stratified atmosphere from near the ground
to the observation altitude. Balloon missions provide a
cost-effective means of making such observations in a
timely manner.

In this paper we describe the development and first
flight of a new balloon-borne pointing system, capable
of pointing a suite of instruments with respect to an
inertial reference frame from a pendulating platform.
The system comprises a suite of sensors and actuators
to provide two-axis attitude control, several instrument
serial-communications channels for the command and
control of instruments during flight, and a serial bidi-
rectional ground communication interface providing te-
lemetry transmission and a command capability. The
complete system was developed in 14 months. This pa-
per discusses the development of this pointing system
and presents results from its first balloon flight.
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2. Background

Most balloon pointing systems are developed to point
a particular instrument. These systems may be catego-
rized by the observational mode of the pointed instru-
ment as either Sun-pointed or limb-pointed. Sun-pointed
instruments operate in a solar occultation mode. During
sunrise or sunset (when the Sun transits Earth’s limb
between the horizon and the platform’s level plane), the
pointing system tracks the Sun, enabling instruments to
make measurements of solar absorption. The Sun pro-
vides a bright target reference, and these systems almost
always use Sun-location sensors to provide direct mea-
surements of pointing error for control. Typically, two
approaches are adopted. Most commonly, a gondola sys-
tem provides coarse azimuth control to orient the whole
gondola to within a few degrees, and a mirror integrated
with the instrument provides a two-axis (azimuth and
elevation) fine control to track the Sun, with typical
pointing accuracies quoted between �0.017� and �0.3�.

Zander et al. (1977), Farmer and Raper (1977), and
Farmer et al. (1980) employed early systems of this type
to point high-resolution spectrometers that measure at-
mospheric concentrations of hydrofluoric and hydroch-
loric acids and other constituents. Murcray (1984) and
Murcray et al. (1983) developed a system with a sun-
seeker mounted above the gondola to give it an unob-
structed view of the horizon and use it to point a Fourier
transform spectrometer (FTS). Similar two-axis sun sen-
sors were used to point a number of instruments during
the Balloon Intercomparison Campaigns (BIC) of 1982
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and 1983 [see Watson et al. (1990) for a campaign over-
view and Carlotti et al. (1989), Farmer et al. (1990),
Robbins et al. (1990), Roscoe et al. (1990), and Zander
et al. (1990) for details regarding specific instruments].
The Geneva Observatory has developed a gondola with
an azimuth-pointing specification of �0.017� (see Kopp
and Huguenin 1995). It has been used to fly a number
of limb-scanning instruments equipped with elevation-
tracking mirrors, including the FTS occultation instru-
ment LPMA (Limb Profile Monitor of the Atmosphere)
and the stellar occultation instrument AMON (Absorp-
tion par Minoritaires Ozone et NOx) (see Hawat and
Torguet 1996; Hawat et al. 1998; Payan et al. 1999).

The second approach is to rely on an accurate gon-
dola–azimuth pointing and to employ only a single-axis
elevation table or tracker. How (1980) describes an early
gondola and table system with a pointing accuracy of
�0.05� (3�).

Atmospheric spectra can also be recovered from in-
frared emission or ultraviolet scattered-sunlight mea-
surements made during the day by scanning Earth’s
limb. Limb-scanning instruments can be employed to
make continuous observations over a period of hours,
producing measurement sets with a much higher tem-
poral resolution than is possible with occultation-only
instruments. The azimuth-pointing requirement for a
limb-scanning instrument is less stringent than that for
a sun-occultation instrument, as the limb has a large
horizontal angular extent. Consequently, the pointing
provided by the gondola is adequate for azimuth control,
and instruments require only a single-axis tracking mir-
ror to point at an elevation angle or tangent height cor-
responding to a particular atmospheric layer. The ele-
vation-pointing requirement is similar, but control is
more complicated, as there is no means to directly sense
the observation target. Systems must therefore employ
a variety of sensors to determine instrument attitude and
rely on careful calibration to relate this to the instru-
ment-pointing direction. One approach is to neglect the
effect of gondola pendulation over the duration of each
scan sequence and then to recover an estimate of the
horizon location in postprocessing.

Waters et al. (1981, 1984) have developed a balloon-
borne microwave limb sounder (BMLS) with an ele-
vation mirror that is stepped in 0.2� increments. Scan
angles are referenced to tangent height by observing the
increase in H2O emission at the tropopause. Abbas et
al. (1987) and Brasunas et al. (1988) describe SIRIS,
an FTS instrument with a single-axis scan mirror. El-
evation offset is measured using an inclinometer and
verified by a postflight analysis of measured CO2 lines.
Drummond et al. (1986) describe a limb-scanning in-
strument flown in 1983 on an uncontrolled gondola that
simultaneously scanned opposing sides of Earth’s limb.
In the absence of severe pendulation, an elevation ref-
erence is derived by comparing opposing limb mea-
surements under an assumption that the atmosphere is
horizontally homogeneous.

Another approach is to employ an elevation controller
with a gyro sensor and stabilize elevation pointing. The
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory developed an
instrument with a pointing accuracy of �3� in azimuth
and �0.02� in elevation (see Johnson et al. 1995;
Chance et al. 1996), and the Institut für Meteorologie
und Klimaforschung developed a star-referenced point-
ing system for an instrument called the Michelson In-
terferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MI-
PAS-B) with a pointing accuracy of �0.08� (3�) and a
postprocessed pointing knowledge of �0.016� (3�) (see
Oelhaf et al. 1991; Seefeldner and Keim 1995; Maucher
1995).

In this work, we describe the development of a com-
plete two-axis gondola pointing system capable of point-
ing a platform of instruments along a common line of
sight. The system includes both a sun-occultation mode
and a limb-scanning mode. The ability to coalign a num-
ber of instruments along a common atmospheric path
has several advantages. First, a range of different in-
struments and techniques may be employed during the
same mission, and a larger number of atmospheric con-
stituents may be recovered simultaneously along the
same optical path, producing a more complete picture
of atmospheric state and chemistry. Second, similar in-
struments, or instruments making similar measurements,
may be coaligned to allow for a direct comparison of
results: newly developed instruments may be compared
with existing standard techniques, and identical instru-
ments may be compared to gain an understanding of
instrument variability and retrieval accuracy. Third, a
range of optical measurement techniques may be di-
rectly compared in order to resolve some of the large
profile discrepancies routinely reported by instruments
observing important species such as ozone. Last, a
pointing-mirror control system is not required on an
instrument-by-instrument basis, simplifying the devel-
opment of balloon-borne instrumentation.

3. High-altitude ballooning

High-altitude balloons reach a typical altitude of 25–
45 km, depending on payload mass, balloon size, and
gas volume. For all but the smallest payloads, launch
and flight operations are provided by a launch contrac-
tor, who typically provides launch facilities, ground-to-
balloon communications, gondola power, and flight ser-
vices, including termination and recovery.

Figure 1 shows a typical flight configuration. A box-
section gondola containing instruments, batteries, and
electronics subsystems is suspended on a long flight
train below the balloon. Working from the base upward,
the flight train consists of the following elements.

• A gondola rotational mount, attached to the gondola
corners by suspension cables, and incorporating drive
motors, provides azimuth gondola control.

• A mass boom provides some additional inertia to stiff-
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FIG. 1. Typical flight train.

en the flight train and provide resistance to azimuth
torque.

• A steel-cable ladder of length approximately 15 m,
with rungs spaced 1 m apart and of width 0.3 m,
extends the distance between balloon and payload to
prevent the balloon from shadowing instruments or
substantially distorting the airflow around the gondola
(which might affect in situ sampling instruments).

• A termination electronics box provides independent
telemetry and drivers for the pyrotechnic termination
device.

• A parachute of approximately 15 m is rigged to deploy
when the payload is separated from the balloon.

• A termination joint consisting of a yoke and mandrel
held together with a steel-cable binding is equipped
with pyrotechnic cable cutters to release the binding
on ground command.

• A mount interfaces the balloon and the termination
joint.

The gondola dynamics are dominated by a complex pen-
dulum motion of the flight train about pivot points at
the base of the balloon and at the top mount. This effect
is particularly evident at launch, when the release of the
gondola and balloon acts to drive this motion. As there
is little damping in the flight train, pendulation induced
by launch can take several hours to subside but has
usually disappeared by the time the balloon reaches float

altitude. At float altitude, wind-shear forces acting on
the balloon also drive this type of motion, inducing
oscillations that can be as large as 1� in both azimuth
and elevation (Hawat and Torguet 1996).

Torques generated by control actions also act to excite
the payload dynamics. While the suspension system is
relatively insensitive to control torques driving an ele-
vation stage within the gondola, the cable ladder in the
lower flight train provides relatively little instantaneous
resistance to azimuth control torques. A control torque
applied to the azimuth mount acts to ‘‘wind up’’ the
flight train, shortening its length and raising the payload.
In the absence of any mechanical damping, the energy
associated with a control maneuver is stored as rota-
tional potential energy. This effect induces an oscilla-
tory motion at a period associated with the rotational
spring constant of the cable ladder and acts to compli-
cate azimuth control considerably. Free-play in the in-
terconnections of the flight train (particularly the bal-
loon connection) and stiction in the top-mount bearing
exacerbate this effect. The addition of the mass boom
at the base of the flight train increases the period of the
motion but does not remove the effect. Some systems,
such as the Geneva Observatory gondola, opt to avoid
this control problem entirely by including an additional
rotational pivot above the mass boom to decouple the
ladder dynamics. In this configuration, the boom be-
haves like a momentum wheel, opposing control torques
by storing angular momentum as boom rotational mo-
tion.

Balloon systems must operate under a range of harsh
environments. During ascent, systems cool rapidly as
they pass through the tropopause and, if unprotected,
may cool to as low as �40�C. At float altitude during
the day the Sun provides a large heat input, and systems
can reach 55�C. At night, systems cool again as they
radiate energy to space. Since at float altitude the am-
bient pressure is less than 1000 Pa, there is little con-
vective cooling, and thermal designs must use conduc-
tive or radiative solutions.

Balloon systems usually have conservative mass and
power requirements. Systems with large power require-
ments incur a mass penalty in additional battery packs
and also increase thermal design problems. Heavier pay-
loads may also require a larger balloon, more lift-gas,
and heavier flight-train fittings.

The vibration environment of a balloon system is be-
nign, but systems must still survive motion during
launch as the truck maneuvers to release the payload
directly under the balloon. The descent at the end of
the mission can apply large shocks to balloon systems—
the payload may free-fall for some time before the air
pressure increases enough to open the parachute. The
U.S. National Scientific Balloon Facility (NSBF) re-
quires flight-train fittings to be rated for a worst-case
10-g shock, but this requirement is rarely applied to
other balloon systems. Landing may also induce a con-
siderable shock. Due to the unpredictability of the land-
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TABLE 1. Pointing requirements.

Mode Axis
Pointing requirement

(1� accuracy; 1� knowledge)

Sun pointing

Limb pointing

Elevation
Azimuth
Elevation
Azimuth

�0.1�
�0.1�
�0.1�
�1.0�

FIG. 2. Schematic of pointing system elevation components.

ing site and shocks involved, balloon systems are rarely
designed with an explicit requirement to survive the
descent, although most systems are designed to be reuse-
able.

4. Pointing system requirements

The pointing system would be required to point a
suite of instruments with a combined mass of up to 75
kg (with a moment of inertia not exceeding 15 kg m�2)
in two axes—azimuth and elevation. Heavier instru-
ments could also be coaligned by the use of mirrors
mounted so as to direct radiation along the pointing
system elevation axis. The system would be able to point
0� to 360� in azimuth and at least �10� to �50� in
elevation (referenced from the level-pointing plane).
The system would be capable of maintaining tracking
at a maximum gondola rotation rate of 2� s�1. The sys-
tem would operate in an ambient environment ranging
between �70� and �55�C and under a pressure range
from one atmosphere (�105 Pa) to 100 Pa. It would
draw power from an unregulated single voltage �28 V
supply, consuming less than 200 W (including drive
motors) and with a peak current of less than 10 A. It
would weigh less than 50 kg (excluding the top mount).

The system would include two principal operational
modes: a Sun-pointing mode and a limb-scanning mode.
Table 1 lists the pointing requirements identified for
each mode. While in Sun-pointing configuration, the
pointing requirement is driven by the need to keep the
field of view of each pointed instrument fully illumi-
nated. Given that the angular diameter of the Sun is
0.5�, an instrumental angular field of view of 0.1� may
be confined to the solar disk within acceptable confi-
dence bounds, if the pointing accuracy exceeds �0.1�
(1�). This pointing requirement is therefore adopted for
this development. A more stringent requirement might
well improve instrument results by further confining the
field of view to a subsection of the solar disk, but this
is not a core requirement. For some instruments these
requirements could be considerably relaxed (instru-
ments employing front-end diffusers typically require a
pointing accuracy of only a few degrees).

While in limb-pointing configuration, the elevation
requirement of �0.1� is driven by a requirement for a
2-km vertical resolution in recovered spectra. Since the
limb is relatively featureless in the horizontal, the azi-
muth requirement can be relaxed and a pointing re-
quirement an order of magnitude less than the elevation

requirement is adopted. This mode would also need to
include an automated scan configuration that would per-
form a sequence of scans at different elevation angles
or tangent heights without continuous ground interven-
tion. Additional control modes to point at a particular
orientation and to exercise the system are required for
system diagnosis and testing.

Pointing system communication and control would
be via a bidirectional RS-232 serial link connected to
the ground via a multiplexor and using S-band trans-
mission equipment provided by the flight contractor.
Transmitter limitations require that the downlink data
rate would be limited to 9600 baud and that the uplink
data rate would be less than 30% of a 300-baud link.
All critical data would be sent to the ground in real time
in data packets with checksums. Command and control
of the system would be via occasional command trans-
mitted in small data packets, also with checksum ver-
ification. The pointing system would also include ad-
ditional RS-232 ports for instrument communication to
initiate instrument scans and to change instrument
modes.

5. Hardware development

The pointing system makes as much use of existing
hardware as possible. A previous pointing system with
a single Sun-occultation mode had been developed in
the late 1970s by the launch contractor. The control
electronics from this system could not be adapted to
include a limb-scanning mode, but the gondola structure
and the azimuth top mount (including redundant analog
drive motors) are used since both have a considerable
flight heritage.

For the elevation drive, a mechanical unit developed
by the Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC) to point
ground-based instruments proved adaptable. Its key ad-
vantage is a final drive gear with a direct metal-to-metal
contact that eliminates backlash.

Incorporating these original components, the new sys-
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tem’s mechanical hardware consists of an aluminum
housing containing a central 150-mm-diameter tube and
bearings for rotation in elevation. Instrument-mounting
faces are bolted externally to the tube ends, and a metal
drive disk is mounted internally. This disk is driven by
a stepper motor (Slo-Syn MO63-FC06) through a flex-
coupling and a 100:1 gear with a 20-mm drive rod held
in metal–metal contact with the disk by a spring mech-
anism. A schematic of these elevation drive components
is shown in Fig. 2. A shaft encoder (Gurley), measuring
absolute angular position with 16-bit resolution, is
mounted inside the tube via a flex-couple to give the
angle of the elevation stage with respect to the pointing
system case. Optical limit switches connected to the
stepper drive unit prevent tube rotation beyond �25�
and �65� in elevation. Elevation action is produced by
serial command to a programmable stepper motor con-
troller (Applied Motion 3540i). The controller includes
microstepping, current-limiting, and limit-switch acti-
vation via software command. Figure 3 shows the point-
ing system housing with an inspection cover removed
to reveal the elevation drive mechanism. The gondola
is controlled in azimuth using two motor-drive ampli-
fiers (Inland EM-1803) bolted inside the pointing system
housing that develop a torque proportional to an analog
signal voltage applied. Two circuits are included for
redundancy.

The pointing system includes a set of sensors to mea-
sure the attitude of the gondola. A three-axis magne-
tometer (Crossbow 539), mounted on a 1-m aluminum
boom away from the stainless steel suspension cables,
senses Earth’s magnetic field. A tilt sensor (Crossbow
CXTILT02E) is also included and measures the gon-
dola’s tilt in two axes. This sensor is included to provide
a vertical reference but cannot be used directly for gon-
dola control since gravity-referenced sensors are insen-
sitive to pendulum motion. Both sensors include tem-
perature compensation circuitry and receive commands
via serial lines.

The most critical gondola attitude sensor is a two-
axis gyro (Litton G2000). The gyro develops a voltage
signal proportional to the rotation rate in the azimuth
and elevation axes but, in common with other high-
accuracy gyros, also has a zero offset that is highly
temperature dependent. Since the output of this gyro
must be effectively integrated to measure angle, this
offset must either be characterized or be carefully con-
trolled to limit short-term variations. Laboratory thermal
tests with the gyro determined that this offset was not
entirely repeatable from test to test; it was therefore
decided to control the gyro temperature carefully rather
than attempt to characterize the drift as a function of
temperature. The gyro is mounted on an aluminum block
in a thermal enclosure with a temperature sensor and a
Kapton heater. A control loop with a programmable set
temperature provides thermal control, but, as will be
discussed later, the thermal design renders strict tem-
perature control unnecessary, because the gyro temper-

ature drift is slow enough during flight to allow the
characterization of gyro offset using other sensors.

The gyro outputs are amplified to increase rate res-
olution and are then filtered through a second-order an-
alog Bessel filter, tuned at 100 Hz, before they are sam-
pled using a 16-bit data-acquisition (DAQ) channel.
This conditioning limits the maximum sensed rate to
�10� s�1 and gives a resolution of 3 � 10�4� s�1.

In order to accommodate a Sun-pointing occultation
mode, the elevation platform is instrumented with two
one-axis Sun sensors from the previous pointing system.
They consist of an input slit with an optical filter to
reduce the Sun’s power and two sets of opposed solar
cells wired in opposition. One set, mounted near the slit,
is used for coarse sun location over a �50� range, and
one set is mounted farther away from the slit and pro-
vides fine Sun location within a �5� range. Both ranges
produce an output voltage of up to �5 V, roughly pro-
portional to the sun offset, although both ranges are
highly nonlinear when the Sun is off-axis (where the
gain can change by as much as a factor of 3). The two
sensors are mounted so as to provide sun-offset location
in elevation and azimuth with respect to the pointing
platform.

The system also includes sensors for measuring tem-
perature, pressure, and location. Two pressure sensors
(Honeywell 142PC15A), mounted internally and exter-
nally, make crude measurements of air pressure to with-
in a few hundred pascals and are directly sampled. An
additional temperature sensor makes a crude measure-
ment of air temperature. The system also includes a
global positioning system (GPS) receiver (Garmin GP-
35) to provide location and altitude data. This unit is
interfaced to the pointing system using a serial channel
but was not used during the first flight.1

The pointing system is controlled by a single-board
microprocessor mounted inside the pointing system
housing (a Pentium III 500EB 12-W processor mounted
on a motherboard card with 128 MB of RAM). The
microprocessor system includes keyboard, video, and
Ethernet interfaces for ground test. The system inter-
faces with pointing-system sensors and other hardware
using 12- and 16-bit DAQ channels and a total of 10
RS-232 ports. The system requires �5 V (main system
power) and �12 V rails (required for RS-232 com-
munications). A schematic of the hardware configura-
tion is shown in Fig. 4. The operating system and flight
code are stored on a 2.5-in. hard drive mounted in a
pressure housing. A single custom-fabricated electronics
interface board, mounted in the computer, contains all
the required interface circuitry within the pointing sys-
tem. This card includes the gyro-conditioning electron-
ics, a programmable logic device (PLD) to handle sam-

1 A GPS antenna of this type was flown during the flight but was
interfaced with another system. The antenna functioned nominally
during the flight, apart from a brief loss of track during the ascent
caused by excessive thermal cooling due to a lack of insulation.
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FIG. 3. Pointing system with front cover removed showing Sun
sensors (far right), instrument mount disks (left and right), central
shaft assembly, metal–metal drive (bottom right), stepper motor driver
(bottom), azimuth drive amplifiers (center left), and pressurized hard
drive casing (top left).

FIG. 4. Pointing system hardware configuration.

ple timing for the shaft encoder, a four-channel pro-
grammable heater driver, buffered digital input and out-
put lines, and interface wiring for all serial connections
and sensors. The cards are mounted within a cage to
secure them during launch.

Since the pointing-system housing is unpressurized,
special consideration is given to the system’s thermal
design. Traditional computer convective-cooling solu-
tions cannot be employed in near-vacuum operations,
in which only conductive and radiative schemes are ef-
fective. The majority of the power dissipation occurs
within the processor itself. A 25 mm2 aluminum block
is bonded directly to the processor integrated circuit
(IC). The block is then interfaced to the base of the
pointing system housing, providing a substantial ther-
mal path for heat dissipation. Heat dissipation by other
components is substantially less, although in initial tests
some ICs exceeded 80�C under vacuum conditions.
These ICs are therefore cooled using a flexible thermal
epoxy (TRA-CON BA-813J01) spread over the com-
ponent surfaces of the boards to increase the heat dis-
sipation surface. This epoxy is sufficiently thermally
conductive to spread the thermal load but flexible
enough to be removed if needed. Under vacuum testing,
it cooled hotter components by more than 20�C.

The main pointing system power is supplied from a
dc/dc switcher (VICOR) rated from �25�C to �85�C
and developing two 50-W channels, �5 V and �28 V,
from an 18- to 36-V input. The power supply includes
thermal and voltage overload protection and also iso-
lates the system from voltage variations caused by other
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TABLE 2. Pointing system commands.

Command Description Data format

MP

MB

SP

IS

SH

Modify a pointing sys-
tem parameter

Modify a Boolean state

Send a raw data-string
to instrument port

Initiate a sensor or scan

Initiate pointing system
shutdown

1-byte integer parameter
number

4-byte single precision real
2-byte word containing all

Boolean states
5-byte string of data to be

written
1-byte integer to indicate

which sensor or scan ta-
ble type

None

balloon systems and battery discharge. Additional low-
power �12 V power rails are developed by a smaller
dc/dc converter (DATEL BWR-12/625-D5A) from the
�5 V rail for the RS-232 ports.

6. Software development

The pointing system requires a real-time flight code
to sample sensors, develop control demands, and com-
municate with the ground and other instruments. Tra-
ditionally, this code would be developed in a low-level
language such as C or Ada in an emulation environment,
on another platform, which would provide a user in-
terface and a range of development tools, such as de-
buggers, and only ported to the flight hardware for test-
ing. Given the short timeline of the pointing system
project, we opt to develop the software entirely on the
flight hardware and utilize the microprocessor’s high
capacity to run a conventional Windows-based operat-
ing system (Microsoft Windows 98) and take advantage
of high-level software development tools (National In-
struments’ Labview).

Labview is an icon-based graphical development lan-
guage, especially designed for hardware interface tasks.
In contrast with a traditional script-based language,
modules are developed in two panels: one containing
icons representing inputs, outputs, and controls of the
module and one containing subfunctions, data opera-
tions, sequencing, and wiring to represent the flow of
data. Labview executes modules hierarchically in pseu-
doparallel, and, consequently, any ordering or sequenc-
ing must be explicitly defined. Labview includes an ex-
tensive library of functions and interface drivers for a
wide range of DAQ and communication hardware.

The pointing system flight code is developed in sev-
eral stages. First, a set of three modules is developed
to initialize, read, and convert data for each sensor. A
Boolean flag is included to indicate if the sensor fails
to initialize. This flag is used to prevent delays in se-
quenced operations caused by a faulty sensor. Another
Boolean flag indicates whether data is valid, applying
checksum and range checks to prevent faulty data from
further processing, which might corrupt the pointing
system’s attitude estimate. Equivalent modules are also
developed to initialize and to command the elevation
and azimuth motors.

Second, a test module is developed that includes all
of the sensor and actuator interfaces. This module sam-
ples the sensors and generates actuator demands in
closed loop, using a very simple single-sensor control
approach in order to verify that the sensors and actuators
may all be controlled in tandem.

Third, an estimator module is developed, based on
the Kalman stochastic estimation. This module includes
all the subfunctions required to process the gyro, tilt,
and magnetometer sensor data into a single estimate of
gondola attitude and is discussed further in the next
section.

Fourth, downlink and uplink transmit and receive
modules are developed. In order to ensure that data can
be analyzed after flight, both raw sensor data and point-
ing system operational data are transmitted to the ground
during every cycle of the pointing system’s control loop.
The data are transmitted in fixed length packets of 8-
bit bytes, each packet starting with two synchronization
bytes (ASCII characters 205 and 170) and ending with
a checksum byte consisting of the byte of sum of all
the bytes in the packet. Two other datasets–noncritical
sensor data and pointing system configuration data—
are downlinked serially, one element per cycle, in order
to conserve downlink bandwidth.

Labview is also employed in the ground-station soft-
ware, and this code shares common modules with the
flight software. The command uplink code works in a
similar fashion with commands packed into 10-byte
strings, including synchronization and checksum. Com-
mands must pass the checksum before they are executed
and are returned to the ground as verification. Table 2
describes the commands that are implemented.

Finally, the main flight code is developed, incorpo-
rating the modules into a single program. The main
control loop runs at 7 Hz, timed from the gyro DAQ.
The gyro is sampled twice per loop cycle to ensure that
gyro rates have an adequate temporal resolution to cap-
ture dynamic motion. The loop includes an automated
event-handler mode. A table of events may be loaded
into the event handler, by ground command, which then
executes them sequentially. Several event types can be
automated, including commands to point at a particular
target orientation, to initiate an instrument scan and to
change the pointing mode. Execution conditions and a
postexecution delay may be set for each event. A flag
may also be set to require that the pointing platform be
on target before the next event can be executed. The
on-target criterion is based on a fading memory average
of the pointing error, computed at each filter cycle, with
time-constant and pointing-accuracy parameters that are
programmable from the ground.

An asynchronous loop executes at a 2-s cycle and
sequences through three non-time-critical tasks: a gyro
thermal-control module computes heater demands to
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FIG. 5. A diagram to illustrate axis frame conventions and Euler 3–2–1 transformation.

stabilize gyro temperature, a command execution mod-
ule receives and executes ground commands, and an
instrument communication module generates the com-
mand-timing sequences to initiate an instrument mode
or scan.

The flight code is configured to start automatically at
power up as part of the operating-system boot sequence.
The computer basic input–output system (BIOS) is con-
figured to power down the hard disk 5 min after boot
to conserve power and to prevent hard disk damage
during launch. The flight code also includes a ground
command to initiate a controlled system shutdown after
a 10-s delay.

7. Attitude estimation and control

The pointing system employs a stochastic Kalman
filter–type estimator to calculate a real-time estimate of
the gondola attitude for use in limb scanning. Kalman
filter estimators are widely employed to make real-time
estimates of location or attitude for a large variety of
autonomous vehicles (see Jazwinski 1970; Wertz 1978;
Maybeck 1979; Cambell 1983; Chui and Chen 1987;
Durrant-Whyte 1988). They propagate a time-evolving
vector of parameters describing the expected state of
the system, incorporating new observation data at each
update cycle. They require a state evolution model that
predicts how the state estimate evolves in time and a
sensor or observation model that predicts an expected
vector of observations given a particular state vector.
The estimator uses these models to propagate a prob-
abilistic representation of the expected true state, based
on mean and covariance statistics. At each cycle, the
estimator projects the current state estimate forward in
time and generates an observation residual from the
difference between measured sensor observations and
estimate-based observation predictions. This residual is
used to correct the state estimate, weighting the new
sensor information into the current estimate and mini-
mizing the mean-squared error according to covariance

models of the expected observation noise, the estimated
state noise, and the expected state prediction noise.

Kalman filter estimators divide into two classes. Lin-
ear Kalman filters can be used in problems in which all
models are linear and can be reduced to a simple matrix
form (Kalman 1960). Extended Kalman filters are adapt-
able to problems where one or more system model is
nonlinear. These filters operate by locally linearizing
models about the state prediction at every filter cycle.
As we shall discuss, the observation models needed to
estimate the gondola attitude are nonlinear, and a filter
of this latter type is therefore required.

In this work, we employ a variant of the traditional
nonlinear algorithm (see Quine 1997; Quine 1999, man-
uscript submitted to Automatica; Quine et al. 1995).
This filter variant can be configured to produce results
identical to the more traditional algorithm but has a
significant implementation benefit: it does not require
the analytical computation of model partial derivative
(or Jacobian) matrices.

Gondola attitude must be computed with respect to
an inertial reference frame. In this work, we adopt an
Euler 3–2–1 description of attitude with respect to a
Cartesian reference frame. Figure 5 illustrates the three-
axes definitions for both the reference and body frames.
An Euler 3–2–1 attitude description maps the reference
frame to the gondola body frame using three successive
rotations about the third, second, and first axes (or z, y,
and x axes). We further reduce this attitude description
to two dimensions by ignoring rotations about the x or
gondola roll axis and by defining a rotation about the
z axis as an azimuth rotation and a rotation about the y
axis as an elevation rotation. This reduction is legitimate
since, rather than estimating gondola attitude, we seek
to point a platform of instruments at a largely horizon-
tally stratified target. We can reasonably expect a sus-
pended gondola to have an attitude confined within �1�
in the elevation and roll axes. Small rotations about the
gondola roll axis will induce only very small errors in
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apparent elevation, which will not significantly affect
pointing performance.

The Kalman filter estimates a six-element state vector
consisting of angle, angular rate, and gyro drift for the
elevation and azimuth axes:

 �

�̇ 	�x̂(k) 
 , (1) 
�

�̇ 
	� 

where x̂(k) is the state estimate at time step k; �, , and�̇
	� are the azimuth angle (rad), angular rate (rad s�1),
and azimuth gyro drift (rad s�1), respectively; and �,

, and 	� are the elevation angle, angular rate, and el-�̇
evation gyro drift in corresponding units. Each axis is
assumed to be uncoupled, and the state-evolution mod-
els are assumed to be linear. The model can therefore
be expressed as a matrix F:

 1 �t 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
F 
 , (2) 

0 0 0 1 �t 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 

where �t is the time between filter cycles (s). The state
prediction is therefore expressed as Fx̂(k). The Kalman
filter incorporates magnetometer, gyro, and tilt-sensor
data. The tilt-sensor data is used only in elevation and
has a lower weighted significance since the sensor can-
not sense any dynamic pendulum motion and only
serves to derive a static elevation offset. The filter also
includes an observation of a fading-memory average of
the azimuth gyro rate to help derive an azimuth gyro
drift (measured only during periods of low-rate static
pointing). These latter two observations are required to
aid the determination of gyro drifts at particular atti-
tudes. When Earth’s magnetic-field axis is normal to the
roll axis (when the gondola points roughly east or west),
then rotations in azimuth and elevation cannot be easily
distinguished using magnetometer data alone, and, con-
sequently, the filter is unable to distinguish between
changes in gyro drift and gondola motion. In this con-
figuration, the filter is unstable and strongly divergent
without additional data, and the attitude–state vector is
unobservable. The addition of the tilt-sensor elevation
observation and the observation of the fading averaged
azimuth rate provides enough information to prevent
this instability and allows the filter to estimate through
these regions. The Sun sensors are not used for limb
control because they are highly nonlinear when the Sun
is not boresighted. Stacking the observations into a single
vector z(k), the observation vector can be expressed as

 mX

mY

mZ 
z(k) 
 g , (3) �

g�

t� 
r� 

where (mX, mY, mZ) is the direction of the magnetic-
field vector in the body frame, g� and g� are the gyro-
rate observations, t� is the tilt-sensor observation, and

� is the fading-memory average of the azimuth-rater
observation. The expected observation ẑ(k) can be ex-
pressed in terms of an observation model H as

0 0 cos(�)m � sin(�)mX Y

0 0�sin(�)m � cos(�)mX Y

0mZ 
0ẑ(k) 
 H [x̂(k), m ] 
 �̇ � 	 , (4) �

�̇ � 	�

� 
	� 

where m0 
 ( , , ) is the direction of the mag-0 0 0m m mX Y Z

netic-field vector in the reference frame and is derived
experimentally in preflight suspension tests. The orig-
inal intention was to use elevation estimates in the mag-
netometer model, but this complexity is omitted because
magnetic field measurements are found to deviate sig-
nificantly from a simple single-field model and tend to
corrupt the elevation estimate. This deviation is likely
attributed to an unmodeled magnetic-field component
associated with magnetic equipment on the gondola (the
process used in the manufacture of high-strength, stain-
less steel suspension wires is known to magnetize them).
As a consequence, the z-axis magnetometer measure-
ment has very little informational value and could be
omitted from the observation vector.

The observation noises are directly computed from
sensor data recorded during a static-pointing test. Each
measurement is assumed to be uncorrelated with any
other except for the three magnetometer axes, which are
assumed to be coupled due to normalization of the mag-
netic vector. The gyro noise is set to 10�4 rad s�1, the
gyro drift noise to 10�6 rad s�1, and the fading average
azimuth-rate observation noise to 10�6 rad s�1. The tilt-
sensor noise term is set to 10�2 rad, an order of mag-
nitude higher than the actual sensor noise to reduce its
significance in the estimate. The magnetometer noise
term was also increased from its measured value of 4
� 10�4 to 2 � 10�2 rad to compensate for uncertainties
in the simple magnetic-field model. The evolution-mod-
el noise term is harder to compute, and instead this term
is tuned in performance testing of the complete system
(a value of 10�6 rad s�1 was used in post–data pro-
cessing).
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FIG. 6. Pointing system mounted in gondola frame in the flight
configuration with the SPS instrument (left), pointing system housing
(center), and sun sensors (right).

TABLE 3. A log of flight events during the MANTRA 2000 mission.

Time (UTC) Log entry

0832

0845:20
0907
0909

0921
0922
1134:00

1256
1310
1311
1353:40

1422:00

1530

2229

Switch on pointing system (first data 894 s be-
fore launch).

Launch.
Reinitialized the Kalman filter—OK now.
Switched on gyro heater and set temperature to

30�C.
Switched on azimuth control mode 4.
Solar pointing engaged ready for sunrise.
Sun pointing acquired (on sun acquisition: ele-

vation better than 0.1, azimuth �6�).
Switched azimuth motors off.
Stopped data collection.
Restarted data collection.
Started autonomous limb scan (Table 4, SPS

mode 2)—killed by relay switch.
Started autonomous limb scan (Table 4, SPS,

mode 2).
Commands down (no command capability for

rest of mission).
Last pointing system data received.

Two independent axis-control laws compute the re-
quired control action from the pointing error. In limb
mode, this error signal is computed as the difference
between the required gondola attitude and the estimated
attitude. In Sun mode, the system uses only Sun sensors
for control, and the error signal is simply the Sun offset
measured by the Sun sensors and converted into degrees.
The pointing system uses simple bounded proportional,
integral, differential (PID) controllers to generate ac-
tuator demands to control the gondola. The PID algo-
rithms are conventional, except that the size of the in-
tegral term is bounded to prevent it from diverging dur-
ing dynamic motion. The PID controller weights are
also tuned during performance testing. All Kalman filter
and controller parameters may be adjusted during flight.

8. Thermal and performance testing

All flight systems were vacuum tested prior to flight
to ascertain their performance under conditions similar
to their operational environment. The performance of
each sensor was evaluated in a static test to determine
sensor-noise characteristics and in a dynamic test to set
sensor gain characteristics. After the pointing system
hardware was completed and integrated with the gon-
dola, extensive dynamic performance tests are per-
formed in the laboratory using an alignment laser to
verify pointing performance in elevation. The complete
system was also tested in the field, suspended from a
30-m crane, in order to simulate a realistic pendulum
length and typical dynamical motion at float altitude.
Before flight, the pointing system was aligned with other
instruments using the Sun as a reference and calibrating
the magnetometer using a Sun-location algorithm de-
veloped by Walraven (1978) and a time calculation giv-
en by Michalsky (1988).

9. First flight

The pointing system was flight tested during the Mid-
dle Atmospheric Nitrogen Trends Assessment (MAN-
TRA) 2000 balloon flight. The balloon was launched in
the early morning from Vanscoy, Saskatchewan, Can-
ada, at 0845:20 UTC 29 August 2000. Figure 6 shows
the pointing system just prior to the flight, fully inte-
grated with the gondola. A sun photospectrometer (SPS)
instrument, developed by McElroy (1995) and the MSC,
was mounted on the pointing platform. This instrument
was used to evaluate pointing system performance and
collect spectral data in two ranges, from 280 to 385 and
385 to 780 nm, in order to measure ozone, NO2, O2,
and aerosols. The SPS has a sufficient dynamic range
to be used in both occultation and limb-pointing modes.
During limb scanning, this instrument operated under
direct command from the pointing system in order to
synchronize data collection with scan sequences.

The pointing system operated continuously during
the whole flight until well into the descent at around
2229:00 UTC, 4.94 � 104 s after launch. It collected
approximately 40 MB of downlinked data. An analysis
of the data indicates that the system performed well,
with all sensors operational throughout the flight. In-
strument data were acquired during sunrise and for one
complete limb scan before the command uplink capa-
bility was lost due to a receiver failure. Pointing per-
formance in elevation met the required specifications
during both limb and occultation modes. Pointing per-
formance in azimuth did not meet specification goals
but was adequate to obtain useful instrument datasets.
A log of flight events is presented in Table 3.

a. Gondola attitude data

The gondola was released with a 12� s�1 azimuth
rotation imparted by the launch truck and completed
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FIG. 7. Pointing system temperature variations during the flight. FIG. 8. Sun-sensor elevation offset during sunrise.

FIG. 9. Azimuth-pointing performance during sunrise.

several full rotations before settling down to a periodic
yaw. The pointing system gained azimuth control over
the payload 4000 s into the flight, losing control again
briefly at 7920 s when the gondola reached float altitude.
At launch a rapid 5� elevation pendulation at approxi-
mately 0.5 Hz developed. This quickly dissipated to a
motion of only a few tenths of a degree within a few
cycles. Elevation gyro measurements indicated that this
low-level pendulation persisted until about 4800 s into
the flight. This is likely attributable to motion at the
azimuth pivot, driven by wind shear. During the rest of
the flight, the elevation remained extremely stable, de-
viating less than 0.05� until descent.

The loss of telecommand prevented the shutdown of
the pointing system prior to descent, and attitude data
was recorded after termination and until the parachute
deployed. This data indicated that the gondola yawed
as it fell, reaching rates exceeding �25� s�1, and pen-
dulated rapidly in elevation within approximately 10�
of level pointing.

b. Environmental data

Figure 7 shows the pointing system temperature var-
iations during the flight. At launch, the pointing system
was at �7�C, very close to the ambient air temperature.
During the flight, the pointing system chassis (as mea-
sured near the gyro mount) ranged between �15�C (oc-
curring during ascent, 83 min after launch) and �43�C
(11.7 h after launch). The insulated gyro mount proved
effective, substantially limiting the rate of change of the
gyro drift, though the mount did not reach the initial
30�C set-point temperature for nighttime operation, sug-
gesting that some of the controller values may need
adjustment. Loss of command capability prevented the
set-point value from being increased for daytime op-
eration. An analysis of occultation pointing data and
filter residuals, acquired when the gyro was not used

for elevation control, indicated that the estimator was
able to track the change in gyro drift during the entire
flight, despite a slow rise in gyro temperature throughout
the mission.

c. Occultation data

The sunrise was acquired at 1134:00 UTC (1.01 �
104 s after launch), and the pointing system was left in
Sun-pointing mode until 1255:20 (4880 s in total).
Pointing performance is estimated to be �0.086� (1�)
in elevation and �3.1� (1�) in azimuth. Figures 8 and
9 show the Sun offset from the pointing system’s line
of sight as measured by the Sun sensors (note that the
Sun sensors have nonlinear gains, and computed angles
will only be accurate within a few degrees of zero).
Initial SPS instrument-data analysis indicates that a set
of high quality solar-absorption spectra was collected,
which is presented in Fig. 10.
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FIG. 10. Occultation data collected by the SPS instrument mounted
on the pointing plaform during sunrise (C. Nowlan 2001, personal
communication).

FIG. 12. Azimuth variation during complete limb scan.

FIG. 11. Pointing-table elevation during complete limb scan. FIG. 13. Enlarged section of limb-scan elevation performance.

d. Limb-scanning data

Two attempts to engage a limb-scanning mode were
made prior to the complete loss of the gondola command
uplink. The first was engaged at 1353:40 UTC (1.85 �
104 s after launch) but was terminated when control of
the SPS instrument was inadvertently switched from the
pointing system back to ground control by the launch
contractor. The second attempt was initiated at 1422:00
UTC (2.02 � 104 s after launch), and a complete down/
up scan sequence was performed until 1522:00 UTC
(2.38 � 104 s after launch) according to a hard-coded
limb table (calculated for 35 km). Pointing performance
during the limb scan was �0.072� (1�) in elevation and

�2.8� (1�) in azimuth (during most of the scan and
until a ground commanded change in the azimuth PID
parameters caused the pointing system to lose track).
Figures 11 and 12 show the estimated attitude of the
pointing table and the required or target attitude.

Figure 13 shows an enlargement of a section of the
limb scan, depicting periodic bursts of high-frequency
error in the elevation estimate, occurring too rapidly to
be real. This artifact is attributable to interference af-
fecting the tilt sensor and gyro (discussed later). Despite
this artifact, elevation pointing meets the �0.1� (1�)
requirement. Further, the raw encoder data indicates that
the actual pointing performance exceeds the estimate,
as the system does not respond immediately to the rapid
fluctuations during noise events.

e. Pointing performance

Elevation pointing met the required performance tar-
get of �0.1� (1�) in both pointing modes. Video footage
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FIG. 14. Reprocessed azimuth and elevation angles 800–1100 s
after launch.

FIG. 15. Azimuth gyro measurement and reprocessed estimator
residual, 800–1100 after launch.

from a camera mounted on the pointing system elevation
stage and taken during both pointing modes provided
an independent corroboration of relative elevation per-
formance. Azimuth-pointing performance was less ac-
curate: the system was able to hold azimuth to within
a degree (peak to peak) during some mission phases but
barely controlled azimuth after any significant maneu-
ver. The poor performance is likely due to the inability
of a simple PID control law to control azimuth pointing
by applying torques to a flexible flight train.

During the balloon ascent, the tilt sensor and gyro
both acquired a 12-s periodic corruption that was iden-
tified as being exactly synchronous with the UV-sonde
transmissions. The corruption was most noticeable on
the tilt sensor, causing a �0.4� periodic artifact in el-
evation data, and it occurred suddenly in the data from
1031:05 UTC (6405 s after launch). Arcing of a 600-
V nonpressurized electrical circuit within the sonde may
have caused this interference.

f. Attitude estimation

The Kalman estimator employed to estimate payload
attitude and gyro drift during limb scanning performed
relatively well, producing good data at most attitudes.
The elevation estimates suffered from periodic corrup-
tion caused by the interference described above, but the
fusion of other sensor data reduced the amplitude of this
corruption, and the estimator remained very stable in
this axis. The estimator also appeared to track azimuth
well at most attitudes, using the magnetometer to correct
for gyro drift. There were, however, some particular
azimuth angles where the azimuth estimates were un-
stable. This occurred because the fading-memory av-
erage observation was inadvertently applied only to the
elevation axis rather than to both axes, making the at-
titude state vector unobservable at some azimuth ori-
entations. This problem was rectified in postprocessing
of the flight data. Figure 14 shows the motion 800 s
after launch, during balloon ascent as postanalyzed by
a Kalman filter. Figure 15 shows the corresponding az-
imuth gyro measurement and the estimator residual (the
difference between the estimator prediction and the ac-
tual measurement). These figures indicate that the pay-
load has a periodic 80-s yaw, most likely caused by a
twisting of the flight train.

10. Conclusions

A conventional processing platform coupled with a
standard operating system, high-level software, and off-
the-shelf integrated sensor packages allowed the rapid
development of a complex balloon-borne system. The
use of a conventional computing platform eliminated
the need for specialist digital electronic support and ac-
celerated the development. The graphical interface lan-
guage (Labview) proved exceptionally suited to this
type of system development and had an extremely short
learning curve, enabling nonspecialists to develop code
modules with only a few days of training. The modu-
larized sensor hardware allowed individual components
to be tested early in the development and reduced pro-
grammatic development time and risk.

The pointing system performed well during its first
flight, and both Sun-occultation and limb-scan instru-
ment data were obtained before a failure of the balloon
receiver severed the uplink command capability. With
the exception of the azimuth-pointing requirement, the
system met all of the design goals and performed nom-
inally during the 14-h mission.

The azimuth performance was severely affected by
the undamped torsional flexure mode of the flight train,
which the PID controller failed to control adequately.
This caused the azimuth angle to oscillate about the
required pointing direction. This problem might be over-
come using the existing suspension hardware, by im-
plementing a more sophisticated digital controller tuned
to avoid exciting the flexure mode, but the presence of
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a low-frequency harmonic in the dynamics and stiction
in the azimuth bearing will always complicate control.
A more practical approach might be to include an ad-
ditional azimuth pivot in the flight train, above the mass
boom, to decouple the flight-train dynamics. The mass
boom, top mount, and pivot would then behave like a
crude momentum wheel, opposing torques applied to
rotate the gondola by storing angular momentum. Bear-
ing stiction can be avoided by operating the boom about
nonzero angular speeds. The technique would be similar
to that used by Kopp and Huguenin (1995) for the Ge-
neva gondola. Further automation would also be desir-
able, to enable the pointing system to command instru-
ment-data acquisition and to gather data during periods
of complete communication blackout.
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